
WILLIAMS, TURNER & HOLMES, P.C

AFFIDAVIT OF TRUTH

FROM: The Private Patent & Estate of steven duane curry; “juris privati;” “Claimant;”
21250 Dave Wood Road
Montrose, CO 81403
970-249-8879
cwheileg@gmail.com

TO: JEFFREY L. DRISCOLL, ESQUIRE; aliases; “PRESIDENT”; “COLORADO BAR 
ASSOCIATION REG. NO. #21825,” “Jeffrey L. Driscoll, Esquire,” and/or “WILLIAMS, 
TURNER & HOLMES, P.C.,” “WTH P.C.”
P.O. BOX 332
GRAND JUNCTION, CO 81502
970-242-6262
EMAIL: jdriscoll@wth-law.com

     In their “unauthorized legal representation” of CTSI, a.k.a. “County Technical 
Services, Inc.,” and/or “JAMES ADAMS,” “James Adams;”

Petitonerʼs Address;

COUNTY TECHNICAL SERVICES, INC.
800 Grant Street, Suite #400
Denver, CO 80203

    “WILLIAMS, TURNER & HOLMES, P.C.,” or by whatever “alias(es),” did, with 
malicious & grevious Criminal INTENT, “ execute the following criminal offenses 
against the “Private Patent & Estate of steven duane curry,” “a individual man,” and a 
“Federally-protected Informant & Whistle Blower” against the “Petitioner,” CTSI;
     {NOTE: These “criminal offenses” are recognized, described & defined under three 
categories of LAW, “Constitutional,” “Common Law,” and “International 
Commercial Law,” a.k.a. “Uniform Commercial Codes,” and are deemed 
inseparable & indivisable from one category to another, as each is based on the 
“Supreme Law,” or “Natural Law.” with all other forms, codes, rules, and practices of 
Law, or “Colors of Laws,” notwithstanding}.

Critical Definitions:

“Injury; an un-LAW-ful invasion of a “Reserved,” or “Legal” Right.” 

“Crime;” for there to be a crime, or criminal act, there must be a tangible“injury.” 

“Corporation;” a fabricated, two-dimensional legal construct, whose ONLY power 
exists in the “contemplation” of law (the exercise, execution, and manifestations, of 
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any kind, in three dimensional reality, notwithstanding); artificial; fictious; non-living; 
non-breathing; apparition; illusion; or contrivance; (i)con; an “agreement” a “contract,” or 
“venture,” between “consenting individuals,” constructed for the “sole-purpose” of 
“their” (plurality negates & dissolves the “one”) “mutual defense & protection;” for 
deflecting, avoiding, evading, and protecting “member-individuals” from “injury.”  As 
such “fiction,” a “CORPORATION” CANNOT, under LAW, sustain an “injury.” 
 
     As a “contemplation,” “fabrication,” or “fiber-kaʼ-shun,” a “CORPORATION,” by “its 
definition,” CANNOT be ʻequallyʼ defined as an; 

“Individual;” “a,” sole, “Live”-ing, breathing, three-dimensional, flesh & blood unit of 
infinite physical, mathematical, and existential dimension; single by “(i)ts” own tangible- 
unique-ness, (i)ts evolution, design, creation, standard, or measure; one; any-one; 
special; one-of-a-kind; sovereign to “(i)ts own; “commercially- unincorporable,” “non-
contractable,” “non-collective,” “non-conforming under duress,” to any “union” 
with another “individual,” or “individuals,” without the “individualʼs” (singular or plural 
possessive)” or, “(i)ts” full knowledge, willfulness, consent, or “(i)ts” intent for mutual 
protection, survival, benefit, satisfaction, or enjoyment.

“Person,” a.k.a. “PERSON;”a “person” with service or debt owed.”

“Citizen:” the term applied when a person is arrested by a citizen who is not part of 
the law enforcement people. (????)

“People;” “The word “people” may have various significations according to the 
connection in which it is used. When we speak of the rights of the people, or of the 
government of the people by law, or of the people as a non-political aggregate, we 
mean all the inhabitants of the (land), state or nation, without distinction as to 
sex, age, or otherwise.  
     But when reference is made to the people as the repository of sovereignty, or as the 
source of governmental power, or to popular government. we are in fact speaking (in a 
“Color of Law,”) of that selected and limited class of citizens 
(“DISCRIMINATION,” “EXCLUSIVITY”) to whom the constitution accords the 
elective franchise (“INCORPORATION”) and the right of participation (“OR NOT”) 
in the offices of government.” Black, Const. Law (3d Ed.) p. 30.

“Union;” “A "clause of union" is a clause in a feoffment by which two estates, 
separated or not adjacent, are united as one, for the purpose of making a single seisin 
suffice for both.”-------Black’s Law Dictionary

 “Slave,” a.k.a. “SLAVE;” a “Person,” a.k.a. “PERSON;”  

“Presumption;” an “inference of fact,” or “assumption of contract” made without regard 
to an “individual;” or on the basis of all the Facts, Truth, or LAW; an offer; “authority-by-
decree,” “main direction & administration of “their” (plural) concerns;”
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“Assumpsit.” an “assumption of contract;” an “engagement by which one “person” 
assumes or undertakes, (without seal, formality, or authority), to do some act or pay 
something to another;” “simple contract.”

“Consensual Contract;” “Consent makes the law. (A contract Is law between the 
parties agreeing to be bound by it.)”-------Black’s Law Dictionary

“Written Consent;” “Binding agreement signed digitally or on paper.”----Black’s 
Law Dictionary

“Delivery;” “Absolute and conditional delivery. An absolute delivery of a deed, as 
distinguished from conditional delivery or delivery in escrow, is one which is complete 
upon the actual transfer of the instrument from the possession of the grantor.” Dyer v. 
Skadan, 128 Mich. 348

“Resist;” “To oppose. This word properly describes an opposition by direct action 
and quasi forcible means.” State v. Welch, 37 Wis. 196.

PREFACE

NOTE:  Each “criminal violation,” or “injury,” is denoted with an (*), with each “injury” 
requiring the perpetrator(s), and/or their “aliases,” to provide “just compensation” in the 
amount of $1,000,000.00 ($ONE-MILLION$) IN LAWFULLY US GOLD, OR SILVER 
CURRENCY, OR COIN, per offense, per ocurrence, per “individual.”  Federal Reserve 
Notes of Debt, a.k.a. “Fiat Dollars,” are NOT acceptable forms of currency. 

POINT #1: As an “individual,” and as a “crime victim” of a number of clients of CTSI, the 
Claimant sought out remedy, relief, and “just compensation,” from CTSI for his “injuries,” 
only to be told by CTSI, a.k.a. “James Adams,” that CTSI does not insure these 
individuals, and has no “insurance contracts” with them, despite the empirical & prima 
facia evidence found “on-the-record with the County Clerk to the contrary, which 
equates to (Perjury)(*).  This “disinformation”  (False Information & Hoaxes)(*) caused 
the Claimant to seek “redress for grievances” (*), and “protection,” with the Federal 
government, an act of Right to “free speech,” which is being “deprived,” “abrogated,” 
and “abridged” (*) by the Petitioner, WTH, P.C., and the courts, under the “Color of 
Law”(*).
     The “Petitioner,” in conspiracy(*) & confederation(*) to commit fraud(*) against the 
Claimant, and with the aid & abetting of “WTH P.C,”(*) has sought to force(*), coerce(*), 
intimidate(*), and to deny(*) the Rights, Duties, and Obligations, of the Claimant from 
exposing this commercial fraud(*), by depriving the Claimant of his Constitutional “Bill 
of Rights” to seek, redress(*), remedy(*), relief(*), and protection, under LAW(*), from 
CTSI, and “WTH P.C.,” by “re-directing,”(*). the courts(*) to find fault with the Claimant
(*), and to impose unwarranted, and un-LAW-ful sanctions upon the Claimant(*).  
     This “re-direction,” and intentional “Fraud Upon the Court,” (*) by the Petitioner and 
their “un-authorized,”(*) “foreign,”(*) and “un-LAW-ful legal representation,” has been an 
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attempt to cloak, disquise, cover, and conceal, what is thought to be a major criminal 
enterprise of insurance & securities fraud(*), along with clear & obvious electionʼs fraud
(*), voter fraud(*). 

     A).  Amendment I(*)
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the 
free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of 
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of 
grievances.

     B).  The second maxim, “in-commerce,” is "Equality before the law" or more 
precisely, “ALL ARE EQUAL UNDER THE LAW.” (God's Law - Moral and Natural 
Law). Exodus 21:23-25; Lev. 24: 17-21; Deut. 1;17, 19:21; Mat. 22:36-40; Luke 10:17; 
Col. 3:25. "No one is above the LAW!"  

POINT #2:  The Petitioner, with the aid of their “unauthorized legal counsel,” and the 
courts, conspired(*), confederated(*), and through ex parte’ communications(*), without 
LAW-ful “Notice”(*), or LAW-ful “Service of Process(*),” to the Claimant, to deprive the 
Claimant of his “individual” Rights to “keep and bear arms,”(*) as the “Motion,” along 
with the “Ruling”(*) from the court, seeks to deprive the Claimant of this Right, based, 
soley, on a “Presumption of a credible & imminent physical threat”(*) upon their 
“CORPORATION,” and/or upon the “CORPORATE PERSONA,” a.k.a. “JAMES 
ADAMS.”

     A).  Amendment II(*)
A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the 
people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed.  

POINT #3:  The Petioner, in conspiracy, and confederation, with their “unauthorized 
legal counsel,” and the foreign courts, to commit fraud(*) against the Claimant, and to 
deprive the Claimant of his “individual” Rights to be secure as an “un-incorporable 
individual,” (*) and “in his house(*), papers(*), effects(*),” property(*), and freedoms(*). 
This is known as the Claimantʼs “Rights of Privacy.”

     A).  Amendment IV(*)
The right of the (“individual”) “people” to be secure in (“his”) their persons, houses, 
papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be 
violated, and no Warrants (“Summons”) shall issue, but upon probable cause, 
supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, 
and the (“Slave”) persons or things to be seized.

     B).  "It is against equity for free men not to have the free disposal of their own 
property." Exodus 20:15; Lev. 19:13; Mat. 10:10; Luke 10"7; II Tim. 2:6. Legal 
maxim).(*) 
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POINT #4:  The Claimant objects to the Petitioner, their “unauthorized legal counsel,”(*) 
and their foreign courts(*), to have, without due process(*), to have conspired(*), and 
confederated(*), to deprive, and “franchise” the Claimant, under any “Color of Law,” 
from his “individual” Rights of Life, Liberty, or Property, by their “Presumption to 
Contract” the Claimant as a “PERSON,” without just compensation.

     A).  Amendment V(*)
No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous crime, unless 
on a presentment or indictment of a Grand Jury, except in cases arising in the land or 
naval forces, or in the Militia, when in actual service in time of War or public danger; 
nor shall any person be subject for the same offence to be twice put in jeopardy of 
life or limb; nor shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against 
himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; 
nor shall private property be taken for public use, without just compensation.

     B).  One who is not “damaged,” “put at-risk,” or unwilling to swear an oath on his 
commercial liability to claim “authority” (Acts 7) for the truth of his statements and 
legitimacy of his actions has no basis to assert claims or charges and forfeits all 
credibility and right of Legal Maxim.(*)

     C).  Legal Maxim: "if the plaintiff does not prove his case, the defendant is 
absolved."  No such proof of the Petititoner’s claims, or accusations, exist as presented.

POINT #5:  The Claimant, in the pure exercise of his “individual” Rights of self-defense, 
public research, free speech, and his efforts to expose public corruption, and criminal 
activities, and for his efforts of redress, remedy, relief, and recourse, has committed NO 
crime against the Petitioner, “a CORPORATION.”  These “fictitious crimes,” as in their 
“presumed injuries,” have been self-inflicted, as evidenced by their “fabricated 
accusations,” “Perjury,” “Acts of Fraud,” and in the ferocious nature of their retaliation.

     A). Amendment VI(*)
In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public 
trial, by an impartial jury of the State and district wherein the crime shall have been 
committed, which district shall have been previously ascertained by law, and to be 
informed of the nature and cause of the accusation; to be confronted with the 
witnesses against him; to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his 
favor, and to have the Assistance of Counsel for his defence.

POINT #6:  With the “Supreme Law of the Land” being “Common Law,” the 
Claimant does NOT, and WILL NOT, recognize the jurisdiction, authority, or power, of 
the court, and would have, had he received LAW-ful and proper NOTICE, demanded a 
“Constitutional Court of Record,” which would have prohibited the Petitioner’s 
“unauthorized legal counsel,” or a “foreign court,” with their “foreign agents of the BAR,” 
to hear, adjudicate, or rule, on the case presented.  There are NO known 
“Constitutional Courts of Record,” existing, or operating, in the state, or in the 
geographical boundaries of this nation. 
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     A). Amendment VII(*)
In suits at common law, where the value in controversy shall exceed twenty dollars, the 
right of trial by jury shall be preserved, and no fact tried by a jury, shall be otherwise 
reexamined in any Court of the United States, than according to the rules of the 
common law.

     B). A LIEN OR CLAIM CAN BE SATISFIED ONLY THROUGH REBUTTABLE BY 
AFFIDAVIT POINT BY POINT, RESOLUTION BY JURY (Under Common Law), OR 
PAYMENT.--------Maxim of LAW.(*)

     C).  Commercial LAW is “non-judicial.” This is pre-judicial (not prejudice). This is 
timeless. This is the base, the foundation beneath which any government or any of their 
court systems can possibly exist or function.(*)

POINT #7:  Unlike the “Fabricated & Presumed threats” alleged by the Petititoner(s), the 
silent, unwarranted, and un-LAW-ful attacks from the Petititoner, their “unauthorized 
legal representatives,” and from their foreign corporate partners in the courts, constitute 
grave & imminent threats to the Claimant’s Life, Freedoms, Property, and Pursuits.(*)    

     These threats, according to the Motion & Order, are to be carried out by LAW 
Enforcement Officers, who would be “acting” as “private contractors” outside of the 
LAW, for the sole “benefit & enjoyment” of the Petitioners, their “unauthorized legal 
representatives,” and their brothers & sisters of the foreign courts, with NO benefit, or 
enjoyment, whatsoever, of the Claimant.(*) 

     The tactics & methods of executing an arrest of the Claimant, are defined without 
any limitation, as in “law enforcement may use all necessary force to effect the arrest,” 
and defining the “end products” this “non-consentual union” as criminal trespass, armed 
assault, kidnapping, imprisonment, extortion, and slavery, among numerous other 
criminal violations.(*)     

     A). Amendment VIII(*)
Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and 
unusual punishments inflicted.

POINT #8:  The Claimant has “certain (“individual”) rights,” which, under LAW, are 
NOT “uncertain,” “ambiguous,” “vague,” or “Un-Natural.”  Among these Rights, the 
Claimant CANNOT be “subject” to “FRAUDULENT CONTRACTS,” 
“INCORPORATED,” or “FRANCHISED,” against his WILL, without his Knowledge, or 
without his Consent.(*)  

     The “terms & conditions,” as defined by these “Presumptions to Contract,” which 
include the “Process,” “Motion,” and “Order,” were NULL & VOID upon their 
conceptions, and well before their issuances.  These “Contracts” are “complete fiction,” 
void of any fact, or substantive merit, and are considered “unacceptable forms of 
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commerce.”  The Claimant will, with fervor & veracity, be well within his Rights to defend 
himself, his wife, his Freedoms, Liberties, Properties, and Pursuits, against such 
“piracy,” and “thievery,” using any & all methods at his disposal, including the 
recruitment of his friends, supporters, and allies, in the Militia, Minutemen, and 
Oathkeepers. 

     A).  Amendment IX(*)
The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed to deny 
or disparage others retained by the (“individual”) people.

     B).  No court and No judge can overturn or disregard or abrogate some one’s 
Affidavit of Truth. The only one who has any capacity or right or responsibility or 
knowledge to rebut one’s Affidavit of Truth is the one who is adversely affected by it.---
Legal Maxim.

POINT #9): The “powers” given to those with “Titles of Nobility,” and to the courts, 
are defined & constrained, NOT by seal, or parchment, but by the WILL of the Claimant, 
and by the WILL of the “People,” as “united-individuals.”  To “injure” one, is to “injure” 
All!(*)

     A). Amendment X(*)
The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by 
it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people (“individual”).

POINT #10: As clearly, and irrefutably, evident in the attached documents, the Judiciary 
Act of 1789, along with the entirety of its treasonous covenants, was abolished in 1803 
by the uNITED STATES Supreme Court’s (a “True Court of Record”) ruling over 
Marbury v. Madison.  

     From the glowing embers of Marbury v. Madison, the 1803 “Titles of Nobility Act” 
was authored, constructed, signed, ratified, and executed, by “united individuals,” in 
“wet-ink.” A “CORPORATION,” being an “artificial & fictitious contrivance,” CANNOT 
sign in “wet-ink!”  Only “individuals,” or, in this case, “united individuals,” have the 
physical capacity & ability to manifest the “Spirit & Intent” in all three dimensions! 

     In 1819, the “Titles of Nobility Act” was properly & LAW-fully ratified as the 
Original XIII Amendment to the Constitution by “inhabiting, selected, elected, 
individual People” of what, was then, and presently continues, as the “uNITED 
STATES.”

     As Marbury v. Madison determined, so definitively, “on,” and “for the record,” that, 
“any law, act, ruling, or practice, found to be repugnant to the Constitution is null & void.”  
This included the Judiciary Act of 1789, where the “rule of law,” as were all “Colors of 
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Law” creatively & deceptively crafted under this “repugnant” “Act,” violate the “True 
Spirit & Intent” of the Constitution, which “united,” and “empowered,” these “individual” 
“framers of the Constitution.”(*) 

     If this is not, yet, clear, “JEFFREY L. DRISCOLL, Esquire;” et al “aliases,” 
“Judges,” “BENJAMIN MORRIS, Esquire,” et al “aliases,” and “JULIE HUFFMAN, 
Esquire,” et al “aliases,” do NOT, under LAW, have the jurisdiction, authority, or the 
POWER to practice LAW, or to “preside-in-judgment” over an “individual” in these 
“uNITED STATES.”(*)

     Defined & described by their “voluntary memberships” in, and with, the “private 
foreign corporations,” known as the Colorado BAR Association, and the American 
BAR Association, and in their own “individual” “wet-ink signatures” of their “Oaths of 
Admissions,” prescribed, given, taken, sworn, and signed, in a “open court of law,” and 
filed with the Montrose County Clerk & Recorder, and held “on-file” with the Colorado 
Secretary of State, constitute their “individual” “written admissions of guilt,” and “written 
confessions of guilt,” of their “Treasonable Acts” against the “Spirit & Intent of the 
Constitution,” as identified in Marbury v. Madison, the “Titles of Nobility Act,” and the 
XI Amendment of the “People’s Individual Constitutional Bill of Rights.”

     Any, and All, usurpations, revisions, redactions, alterations, and/or denials, of these 
historic documents, since their inception by “whomever,” “whenever,” or “wherever,” 
consitute “individual ocurrences” and “individual violations & offenses,” and are 
indictable, prosecutable, and punishable, under LAW, in these “terms.”(*)

[Ledger # 179; “No person,” says the constitution, “shall be convicted of treason unless 
on the testimony of two witnesses to the same overt act, or on confession in open 
court.”---------Marbury v. Madison]

       A).  AMENDMENT XI(*)

Passed by Congress March 4, 1794. Ratified February 7, 1795.

     “The Judicial power of the United States shall not be construed to extend to any 
suit in law or equity, commenced or prosecuted against one of the United States by 
Citizens of another State, or by Citizens or Subjects of any Foreign State.”

     B). “Titles of Nobility Act;”a.k.a. “Original XIII Amendment;”(*)
"If any citizen of the United States shall accept, claim, receive or retain any title of nobility or 
honour, or shall, without the consent of Congress, accept and retain any present, pension, office 
or emolument of any kind whatever, from any emperor, king, prince or foreign power, such 
person shall cease to be a citizen of the United States, and shall be incapable of holding any 
office of trust or profit under them, or either of them."

     C).  “Marbury v. Madison” ruling quoted;
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    “Here the language of the constitution is addressed to the courts.  It prescribes, 
directly for them, a rule of evidence not to be departed from.  If the legislature should 
change that rule, and declare one witness, or a confession out of court, sufficient for 
conviction, must the constitutional principle yield to the legislative act?
     From these, and many other selections which might be made, it is apparent, that the 
framers (Ledger #180) of the constitution *contemplated that instrument as a rule for 
the government of courts, as well as of the legislature.
     Why otherwise does it direct the judges to take an oath to support it?  This oath 
certainly applies in an especial manner, to their conduct in their official character.  How 
immoral to impose it on them, if they were to be used as the instruments, and the 
knowing instruments, for violating what they swear to support!
     The oath of office, too, imposed by the legislature, is completely demonstrative of the 
legislative opinion on this subject.  It is in these words, “I do solemnly swear that I will 
administer justice without respect to persons (“slaves”), and do equal right to the 
poor and to the rich, and that I (CORPORATE UPPER CASE) will faithfully and 
impartially discharge all the duties (ORDERS) incumbent (POLITICAL OFFICE) on 
me (“an individual”) as, according to the best of my (“individual”) abilities (Corporate 
Constraints) and understanding (Corporate Policy), agreeably (intentional & voluntary 
incorporation, participation & consent) to the constitution (deceptive & denegrating 
usurpation) and laws (“Color of Laws”) of the United States (un-LAW-ful 
INCORPORATION).”
     
[Here is where all reviewers of this WRIT & AFFIDAVIT need to pay very close 
attention!] 

     “Why does a judge swear to discharge his duties agreeably to the constitution 
of the United States, if that constitution forms no rule for his government? if it is 
closed upon him, and cannot be inspected by him?
     If such be the real state of things, (which they is) this is worse than solemn 
mockery.  To prescribe, or to take this oath, becomes equally a crime.
     It is also not entirely unworthy of observation, that in declaring what shall be the 
supreme law of the land, the constitution itself is first mentioned; and not the laws of 
the United States generally, but those only which shall be made in pursuance of the 
constitution, have that rank.
     Thus, the particular phraseology of the constitution of the United States confirms and 
strengthens the principle, supposed to be essential to all written constitutions, that a 
law repugnant to the constitution is void, and that courts, as well as other 
departments, are bound by that instrument.
     The rule (of Law) must be discharged.”

SUMMARY

1).  The Claimant, not having received any protest, denial, or rebuttal of the Facts, and 
Truth, from the Petititoner, or their “unauthorized legal representatives,” considers this 
an Affidavit of Truth, and as such, (i)t is attached, and inseparable, to the Claimantʼs 
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“TRUE BILL OF EXCHANGE,” and as such, the “TRUE BILL OF EXCHANGE” is 
“commercially-attachable” to ALL known “aliases,” as identified & described. 

2).  The Claimant requires, too, that the Petitionerʼs “Motion,” and “Court Order,” be, 
equally, attached to the Claimantʼs “TRUE BILL OF EXCHANGE,” as empirical & prima 
facia evidence as to their “written confessions & admissions” and “submitted to-the-
record,” their Knowledge & Intent of the conspiracy & confederacy of the Petitioner, their 
“unauthorized legal representatives,” et al “aliases,” and those “administrators” of the 
courts, to commit multiple criminal acts against the Claimant.

3).  LAW of Commerce as Agreed to, re-Defined, and Expressed by Claimant:
     The principles, maxims, and precepts of Commerce Law are eternal, unchanging 
and unchangeable, and “conditionally-unchallengeable.” They are expressed in the 
Bible, both the Old Testament and the New. (i) have learned how the law of commerce 
has plagued us for more than 6000 years. This LAW of commerce, unchanged for 
thousands of years, forms the underlying foundation for all LAW on this planet and for 
governments around the world. It is the LAW of Nations and everything that human 
civilization is built upon. This is why it is so powerful. When one operates at this level, 
by these precepts, nothing that is of inferior statute can overturn or change (i)t or 
abrogate (i)t or meddle with (i)t. (i)t remains the fundamental source of authority and 
power and functional reality.

     {“TRUTH IS EXPRESSED IN THE FORM OF AN AFFIDAVIT.” (Lev. 5:4-5; Lev. 
6:3-5; Lev. 19:11-13: Num. 30:2; Mat. 5:33; James 5: 12). “An affidavit is one’s solemn 
expression of one’s truth. In commerce, an affidavit must be accompanied, underlay, 
and form, the foundation for any commercial transaction whatsoever.”

This “commercial document,” along with (i)ts adjoining “commercial instruments” as 
attached, whether in electronic, or hard copy form, constitute the Truth, the Whole 
Truth, and nothing but the Truth, under penalty of perjury.

So Say, i;

Private Patent & Estate of steven duane curry

steven duane curry; juris privati

All Rights Reserved-status quo ante bellum
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